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Abstract 
It is shown that in first-order linear-time temporal logic, validity questions can be translated 
into validity questions of formulas not containing “next” or “until” operators. The translation 
can be performed in linear time. 
1. introduction 
Temporal logic is used to reason about concurrent systems. Whereas propositional 
temporal logic has been thoroughly investigated, relatively little is known about the 
first-order one. However, interesting cases of temporal reasoning usually involve 
assertions about values of variables at different imes. To trace the change of the value 
of a variable in time one has to quantify over rigid domain variables’, which, of course, 
is more complicated than just reasoning about “fixed” propositional statements. The 
main problem of dealing with first-order temporal logic is that it is not recursively 
axiomatizable. In particular, the standard model of Peano Arithmetic can be embed- 
ded into a first-order temporal ogic model using the operators “next” and “always”, 
see [ 1, Section 31. 
In this paper we consider the expressive power of the “always” operator in 
first-order linear-time temporal ogic. It is shown that in first-order temporal ogic, in 
contrast to the propositional one, both the “next” and the “until” operators can be 
*The paper was written when the authors were with Department of Computer Science of the Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology. 
*Corresponding author. 
‘That is, variables whose meanings are time-independent. Variables whose meanings are time-dependent 
are called flexible. 
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expressed by means of the “always” operator. We present a validity-preserving 
translation of formulas of the first-order linear-time temporal logic into formulas 
without the “next” or the “until” operators. For this we introduce a new unary time 
predicate (or, equivalently, a flexible constant symbol), defined by a set of axioms 
which, roughly speaking, allows us to simulate the external time by a first-order 
temporal ogic formula. In doing so, the most difficult part is to separate the present 
from the future using only the “always” operator, whose semantics is “from now on”. 
We achieve such a separation by identifying the model states that are indistinguish- 
able by formulas not containing the “next” or the “until” operators.2 
We believe that the result of this paper is of interest for two reasons. First, for the 
past several years there has been an attempt o restrict the power of the “next” and the 
“until” operators because “ . . . formulas with nested occurrences of “until” are too 
often incomprehensible, and “next” violates the principle of invariance under stutter- 
ing, which is important for hierarchical and compositional reasoning .. . ” (see [2,8] 
where the “next” operator was replaced by actions). As it was shown in [lo], at least in 
the propositional case, such a replacement does not achieve its goal. In view of the 
results in this paper, the attempt of eliminating or restricting “until” and “next” is 
fruitless, as both can be simulated by means of “always” which everyone agrees hould 
be retained. Also the result is of interest for its own right as a result about expressibil- 
ity of different first-order discrete linear-time temporal logics. 
Finally, it should be noted that our basic approach of introducing a time predicate 
is not new, but it is used for a different reason. For example, a technique for 
“internalizing time” was applied in [3, 5,9] for the real-time specifications, and in [l, 
Section 31 for an interpretation of the standard model of Peano Arithmetic in 
a first-order temporal logic model. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review the syntax and 
semantics of first-order temporal logic. In Section 3 we introduce a new unary 
predicate symbol that is used to simulate the time in the underlying model, and in 
Section 4, for models over infinite domains, we express the “next” and “until” 
operators by means of that predicate. In Section 5 we relax the infinite domain 
requirement and present he main translation theorem. 
2. First-order temporal logic 
First we review the syntax and semantics of first-order temporal ogic. The language 
of this logic is obtained from the language of first-order predicate calculus by 
extending it with the model connectives o (next), U(untiZ), and q (always). As usual, the 
dual of q , 101, is denoted by o (eventually). 
‘If the semantics of “always” is “from the next on, ” it can be shown that the translation of a formula is 
equivalent to the original, see remark at the end of the paper. 
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A first-order interpretation s consists of a nonempty domain D,, an assignment to 
each n-plane predicate symbol P an n-place relation P” on D,, and an assignment to 
each n-place function symbol f an n-place functionf”: 0: + D,. (We treat constants 
as O-place function symbols.) 
For a term t(xl,..., x,) all of whose variables are among xi, . . . , x,, we define 
a function, P, from 0: to D, by induction, as follows. Let dl, . . . . d, ED,. If t is 
a variable Xi, then t”(d,, . . . , d,) = di; and if t =f(t 1, . .., t,), where f is an m-place 
function symbol, then t”(d,, . . . . d,) =f”(ti(d,, . . . . d,), . . . . tk(d,, . . . . d,)). (Recall that 
we treat constants as O-place function symbols.) We call ts(dl, . . . . d,) the value of 
r(x,, .*., x,) at dl, . . . . d,. 
A linear-time (standard) temporal model A4 consists of an o-length sequence of 
interpretations (worlds) so, sl, . . . over the same domains Dw. That is, D,, = D,,,, 
i = 0, 1, . . . 
For a temporal model M = so, sl, . . . and a nonnegative integer i, the temporal 
model si, Si + 1, . . . is denoted by M+‘. 
Let cp(x,, . . . . x,) be a formula all of whose free variables are among xi, . . . , x,, and 
let d 1 ,..., d,ED,+,.WesaythatMsatisfiescpatd, ,..., d,,denotedM+cp(d, ,..., d,), 
if the following holds. 
If 43 is an atomic formula P(tl, . . . , t,), then Mb cp if and only if 
(ts”(d,, . . . . d,), . . . . t:(d,, . . . . d,)) E PSo. 
l MC_ q I $ if and only if Mb cp implies Mb II/. 
l M+lcpifandonlyifMI#cp. 
l M+ 3xcp(x) if and only if for some d E D,,,, M+ q(d). 
l M+ op if and only if kf+ik cp. 
l M + rp U$ if and only if there is an i = 0, 1, . . . such that M+’ + II/ and for each 
j = 0,l > ***, i - 1, M+jl= cp. 
l M+ q cp if and only if for all i = 0, 1,2, . . . . M+‘+ I+X~ 
We say that M satisfies a formula cp, also denoted M k cp, if M satisfies the universal 
closure of cp. 
For a set of formulas r we write M+ r, if Ml= cp, for each cp E r. Let r be a set of 
formulas and let cp be a formula. We say that r semantically entails cp, denoted r + cp, 
if for each temporal model M such that M + r, M + cp, 
Lemma 1 below is the semantic counterpart o the deduction theorem. 
Lemma 1. Let r be a set of formulas, let I(/ be a sentence, and let cp be a formula. Then 
r,$+cpifandonlyifT+tj I cp. 
The proof of Lemma 1 immediately follows from the definition of satisfiability of 
implication and is omitted. 
3Since ocp is equivalent to trueUcp, q is redundant. As it is shown in this paper, in first-order temporal logic, 
U is expressible by q as well. 
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Lemma 1 has the following immediate corollary. 
Corollary. Let r be a Jinite set of sentences and let cp be a formula. Then r + cp if and 
only if k (Ati Er$) = cp. 
3. The time predicate 
In order to simulate the “next” and the “until” operators we first introduce a new 
unary predicate symbol T to simulate the time. The intuitive meaning of T is that if T(x) 
is true in a given world, then the time in that world is x. We specify the desired 
properties of T by the following axioms, where all quantification is over rigid variables. 
Tl. q 3!xT(x), where, as usual, 3!xT(x) is 3x(T(x) ~vy(T(y) 2 y = x)) 
T2. q Vxtly(T(x) II (o(T(y) A oT(x)) 3 x = y)) 
T3. q Vx(T(x) =) 3y(x # y A oT(y))) 
T4. q Vx((T(x) A q) I q (T(x) I cp)), where cp is a formula over the language ex- 
tended with T that contains no o or U, and x is a variable that does not appear 
in cp. 
Axiom Tl states that each world has its unique time; axiom T2 states after the time 
changes, it never comes back; axiom T3 states that the time is infinite, and the set of 
axioms T4 states that the worlds having the same time cannot be distinguished by 
a formula that does not contain o or U. Note that several worlds may have the same 
time. Such worlds will be “shrunk” into one using a finite subset of T4. 
Next we define a binary (time ordering) relation < by x < y if and only if 
x # y A oT(x) A oT(y) A q (T(x) 3 oT(y)). 
Together with axioms Tl, T2, and T3 this definition says that x < y if and only if 
x # y and for some i and j such that i < j, x is the time in the ith world, and y is the 
time in thejth world. Moreover, < has the following semantics. Let M be a temporal 
model and let TM = {d E D,,,:M/=oT(d)). Let <“’ = {(d,, d2): Mb dl < d,}. Then 
(TM, < “‘) is isomorphic to (f+J, <), where fV denotes the set of natural numbers, and 
< is the usual “less than” relation in N. 
Now we can define the next (binary) relation NEXT as NEXT(x, y) if and only if 
X < y A vZ((X < Z AZ # y) 3 y < Z). 
The intuition behind the definition of NEXT is as follows. Let I,,, be the isomor- 
phism between (TM, c”) and (RJ, <). Then Mk NEXT(dl,d2) if and only if 
r/,&z) = rM(dl) + 1. 
4. Expressing “next” and “until” by “always” in models over infinite domains 
In this section we show how o and U can be expressed by means of q in temporal 
models over infinite domains. 
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Let cp be a formula over the original language. The translation of cp into a formula 
not containing o or U, denoted cpT, is the formula that is obtained from cp by replacing 
each its subformulas of the form all/ with VxVy(( T(x) A NEXT(x, y)) 1 o( T( y) A $)), 
and replacing each its subformulas of the form $l.Jp with 3x(0@ A T(x)) A 
Vy(y < x 2 q (T(y) =J +))). Formally, qT is defined, by induction, as follows. 
- If cp contains no o or U, then qT is cp. 
- (1 cp)r is -rcpr, (cp 2 $)r is (or 1 tiT, (oq)r is ocpr, and (Vx(p)r is Vxqr. 
- (ocp)r is VxVy((T(x) A NEXT(x, y)) 1 o(T(y) A cpT)), where x and y are variables 
that do not appear in cpT. 
- (qU$)r is ~x(o($~ A T(x)) A Vy(y < x 1 q (T(y) 1 cpr))), where x and y are vari- 
ables that do not appear in qT or $r. 
In view of the properties of < and NEXT stated at the end of the previous section, 
the semantics of (o(p)r is that of ocp, and the semantics of (cp U$)' is that of cpUt+b. The 
precise relationship between a formula and its translation is given by Theorem 1 
below. To state Theorem 1 we need one more definition. 
Let T4, be a subset of T4 such that for each subformula tj of cpT, T4, contains 
exactly one instance of q Vx((T(x) A $) 1 q (T(x) 3 1,9)),~ and let 0, denote the union 
of Tl-T3, and the set of universal closures of the formulas belonging to T4,. 
Theorem 1. A formula cp is satisfied by all temporal models over injinite domains if and 
only if 0, + cpT. 
Proof. Let 0, + cpT, and assume to the contrary that there exists a temporal model 
M= sg,s1,... over an infinite domain such that M# cp. We extend each Si to an 
interpretation ST for the language xtended with T by defining TSf, i = 0, 1, . . . , as follows. 
Let { ci >i = s,l, _, , Ci # Cj for i # j, be an infinite subset of DM. (Such a subset exists, because 
Dw is infinite.) Then TST = {Ci}, i = 0, 1, . . . We put MT = SOT, ST, . . . . It easily follows 
from the definition of A@ that for any nonnegative integer i the following holds. 
(fwj+i+ 0,. 
For a, b E DMr ( = D,), (MT)+’ + a < b if and only if there exist nonnegative inte- 
gers m and n, i d m, n, such that a = cm, b = c,, and m < n. 
For a, b E DMMT, (MT)+’ + NEXT(a, b) if and only if there exists a nonnegative 
integer, n, i < n, such that a = c, and b = c,+ 1. 
For a formula cp(xi, . . . . x,) and for dI, . . . . d, E D,,,. (MT)+’ + ocp(d,, . . . . d,) if and 
only if (Mrjfi+ O(T(ci.1) A cp(dl, . . . . d,)). 
For formulas cp(xi, . . . . x,) and $(x1, . . . . x,), and for dI, . . . . d, E DM, 
(MT)“i= cP(d1,...,d,)U~(dl,..., d,) if and only if there exists a nonnegative 
integer k, k = i, i + 1, . . . . such that (MT)“+ o(T(c,J A $(d,, . . . . d,)), and for each 
j=i, i+ l,..., k - 1, (MT)” ~ O(T(Cj) A cp(dl, ...) d,)). 
“Note that for each formula $, T4 contains infinitely many axioms of the form q Vx ((T(x) A $) = 
q (T(x) = $)): one for each variable x that does not appear in I). 
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Now a straightforward induction on the complexity of cp based on the last three 
properties, shows that MT k qT if and only if MT /= cp. Since cp contains no 
T, MT + cp if and only if M+ cp. Therefore MT # cpT, which together with MT /= 0, 
leads to a contradiction. This proves the “if” part of the theorem. 
Conversely, let Mb cp, for all temporal models M over infinite domains, and 
assume to the contrary that 0, # cpT. Let M = so, sl, . . . be a temporal model such 
that Mb O,, but Mp ‘pT. Since Mk O,, DM is infinite. By Tl, for each nonnegative 
integer i there exists a unique di E DM such that M+‘+ T(di); by T2, for all non- 
negative integers i, j, and k such that i < j 6 k, di = dk implies dj = di(= dk); and, by 
T3, for each nonnegative integer i there is a nonnegative integer j greater than i such 
that dj # di. Therefore, there is an increasing sequence of nonnegative integers 
O=jo<jl<...<ji<... such that for any i=O,l,...,and any k, ji<k<ji+l, 
dk = dji, and for any m, n = O,l, . . . . m # n, dj,,, # dj,. In particular, for any 
i = 0, 1, . . . . dji+l-l Zdj,+,. 
Let M’ = sb, s;, . . . . where SI = Sj,, i = 0, 1, . . . .5 Let $(x1, . . . . x,) be a subformula 
of cpT. By T4,, for any dI ,..., d,, any i=O,l,..., and any k, ji<k<ji+l, 
M+k+ $(d,, . . . . d,) if and only if Mfii + $(d 1, . . . . d,). We contend that for any 
i = 0, 1, . . . . andanyk,ji< k<ji+l, M+k+ cpTifandonlyifM’+‘+ (pT.6Theproofis 
by induction on the complexity of t,k. If $ is an atomic formula, negation, implication, 
or a universally quantified formula, the result follows from the fact that satisfiability of 
$ depends only on the “present” state of the underlying model. 
Let II/ be of the form op. Then M+‘+ t,b if and only if for each 
l=k,k+ 1 , . . . , M+’ + p which, by the induction hypothesis, is equivalent to 
M’+‘i= p, I= i, i+ l,... (Recall that ji < k < ji+ 1 .) That is, M’+’ + t,b, which proves 
our contention. In particular, Mk cpT if and only if M’ /= cpT. Therefore M+ t# ‘pT. 
Let M” = si, s;, . . . , where sf’, i = 0, 1 , . . . , is an interpretation for the original lan- 
guage (viz., the language without T) that is obtained from SI by ignoring the assignment 
to T. Applying the construction used in the proof of the “if” part of the theorem with 
ci=di, i=O,l,..., we obtain that MT’ 1s M’. By the proof of the “if” part of the 
theorem, M” + cp if and only if M’ + ‘pT. Therefore M” /# cp. However, since, by 
definition, Dw is infinite, M” k cp. This contradiction completes the proof. q 
Corollary. A formula cp is satisJied by all temporal models over inJnite domains if and 
only if k (&,+ti) = cpT. 
Proof. Since, by definition, 0, is finite, the proof immediately follows from the 
corollary to Lemma 1. 0 
‘In the terminology of [S], M’ is obtained from M by removing all stuttering steps, see [8, p. 9041. 
6Actually, the equivalence of M+’ /= q and M’+‘+ cp follows from the fact that M’ is obtained from M by 
a kind of filtration through the universal closures of all subformulas of ‘pr, see [7, pp. 13&141]. Although 
[7] deals only with propositional formulas, one can extend that the definitions and the proofs for the case of 
first-order temporal logic without o and I% 
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Even though the corollary to Theorem 1 provides a more-or-less satisfactory 
interpretation of o and U by q over infinite domains, the set of axioms T4 can be 
relaxed a bit more. To present a possible relaxation we need the following definition. 
A simple atomic formula is a formula of the form P(xi , . . . , x,), where P is a predi- 
cate symbol and the xi)s are variables, or a formula of the form f(xi, . . . . x,) = x0, 
where f is a function symbol and the xis are variables. 
Let T4, be a subset of T4 such that for each predicate (function) symbol P(f) 
that appears in cp, T4, contains exactly one instance of q Vx((T(x) A $) 1 
q (T(x) 1 +)), where + is a simple atomic formula or the negation of a simple atomic 
formula whose only predicate (function) symbol is P(j). Let 0, denote the union of 
Tl, T2, T3, and the set of universal closures of the formulas belonging to T4,. 
Lemma 2. 0, + T4,. 
Proof.7 By [l, Appendix, Subsection A.11, cp can be rewritten into an equivalent 
unnested form, i.e., into an equivalent formula all of whose atomic subformulas are 
simple, and whose predicate and function symbols are those of cp. Therefore, without 
loss of generality, we assume that all atomic subformulas of cp are simple. 
Let $ be a formula all of whose atomic subformulas are simple, and whose predicate 
and function symbols are those of cp. We intend to prove that q Vx((T(x) A $) 3 
q (T(x) 3 tj)). Since I,+ can be cp itself, this would imply Lemma 2. 
Let M be a temporal model satisfying 0;. Then for each i = 0, 1, . . . , Mf ’ satisfies 
0, as well. Therefore, for the formula $(x1, . . ., x,,), a temporal model 
M= so, si, . . . satisfying O,, and d, dI, . . . . d, E DM, it suffices to show that 
Mb T(d) A $6, . ..> d,) implies MC’ + T(d) 2 $(d,, .,., d,), i = 0, 1, . . . We prove 
by induction on the complexity of $ that M + T(d) A $ implies IV+’ + T(d) I II/, and 
Mb T(d)rri$impliesM+‘kT(d)zi@. 
If $ is a simple atomic formula or the negation of a simple atomic formula, then the 
result follows from the definition of T4,. If II/ is of the form T(y) or 1 T(y), then the 
result follows from axiom Tl. 
The case where 3/ is of the form 1p immediately follows from the induction 
hypothesis, because lip is equivalent o p. 
Let $ be of the form pi 3 p2. Assume M+ T(d) A tj. Then Mb T(d) /\ipl or 
A4+ T(d) A p2. By the induction hypothesis, in the former case, M+’ + T(d) 3 lpl, 
and in the latter case, M+‘+ T(d) 3 p2. Thus, in any case, M+‘l= T(d) I $. 
Now assume Ml= T(d) A 1 II/. Then Mb T(d) A pl and Ml= T(d) A lp2. By the 
induction hypothesis, M+‘k T(d) IJ p1 and M+‘+ T(d) 31~~. Thus, 
M+‘+ T(d) I TI,/I. 
’ Note that in an ordinary modal logic it suffices to prove the lemma only for simple atomic formulas of the 
form Pfx,, _. ., x.) and then substitute arbitrary terms for variables. However, in first-order temporal logic, 
substitution of flexible terms for rigid variables can destroy satisfiability. 
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Let $ be the form Vxp(x). Assume M+ T(d) A $. Then, for every c E D,u, 
Mk T(d) A p(c). By the induction hypothesis, M+‘+ T(d) 1 p(c), implying 
M+‘+ T(d) 3 II/. Now assume Mk T(d) ~19. Then, for some c E DM, 
M+ T(d) alp. By the induction hypothesis, Mfi l= T(d) 3 17(c), implying 
Mb T(d) 1 -l$. 
Finally, let $ be of the form op. Assume Mk 7’(d) A II/. Then, by the definition of 
satisfiability of up, for each i = 0, 1, . . . , M” + +, implying 1?4+’ + T(d) 2 1(1. Now 
assume Mb T(d) A lt,b. If M+ ip, then by the induction hypothesis, 
M+’ + T(d) =I lp. Thus, M+’ + T(d) 2 l$. If kfk p, then, by the induction 
hypothesis, M+‘+ T(d) 2 p. By T3 there exists a maximum nonnegative integer 
j such that M+j+ T(d). It follows that for some i > j, M+‘/= lp. That is, 
M+‘+ T(d) 1 -l$. 0 
Corollary. A formula C+J is satisfied by all temporal models over injinite domains if and 
only if I= (A$ E @,ll/) = cp*. 
Proof. The proof immediately follows from the corollary to Theorem 1 and Lemma 2. 
0 
5. Simulating finite domains by infinite domains 
This section consists of two parts. First, using the “relativization technique”, we 
present a validity-preserving translation of a formula into a formula that is valid if and 
only if it is satisfied by all the models over infinite domains. This step is required 
because we need infinitely many domain elements to simulate time. Then this transla- 
tion is combined with that of the previous section, which results in a validity- 
preserving translation of a formula into a formula that contains no o orU. 
Let R(x) be a new unary predicate and let cp be a formula over the original language. 
The R-relativization of cp, denoted (PR is the formula that is obtained from cp by 
replacing each of its existentially quantified subformula 3x$ with 3x(R(x) A $), and 
by replacing each of its universally quantified subformula Vx$ with Vx(R(x) 3 J/). 
Formally, (PR is defined, by induction, as follows. 
If C+!J does not contain qUantifierS, then (PR iS cp. 
l (1dR is1vR7 (v 3 ll/)R is vR 3 ll/R? (v)R is q (PR, (w)R is o(PR, and (puti)R is 
(PRU$R. 
0 (h(p)R iS 3x(R(x) A (PR), and (Vxq), iS Vx(R(x) 3 (PR). 
For a set of formulas r over the original language, we define the R-relativization of 
r, denoted r,, by r, = ($R; $ E r}. 
Lemma 3 below states that relativization does not affect validity. 
Let 3xR(x) A Vx(oR(x) - OR(X)) be denoted by AR. The meaning of AR is that 
relation R is nonempty and does not change in time. For a set of formulas r, let Fr 
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consist of all the sentences VxI, . . . . VxJx(f(x,, . . . . x,) = x), where f is a function 
symbol that appears in some formula of I-. 
Proof. Let AR, FL”{‘), r,+ (Pi, and assume to the contrary that r 1 cp. Let 
M= so, sr, . . . be a temporal model such that Mb r, but M# cp. Consider a tem- 
poral model M’ = sb, s;, . . . for the language xtended with R such that $ is obtained 
from si by defining RSi by RS: = D,; ( = Dicrs = DM), i = 0, 1, . . . . By definition, 
M’ j= VxR(x). Therefore A#‘+ (AR) u F~“~9k, and for any formula cp, M+ cp if and 
only if M k rpR. Thus, M’ + {AR} u F~“‘9’ u r,, but M’# qR, which contradicts 
our assumption. 
Conversely, let r k cp, and assume to the contrary that AR, FL”(9pj, r, #: (Pi. Let 
M= so, sr, . . . be a temporal model such that M+ {AR} u FLuiVp) u I’,, but M# (PR. 
Consider a temporal model M’ = sb, s;, . . . for the original language, where si, 
i = 0, l,..., is defined as follows. The domain D,; of sf is RS:. Since M+ AR, all the si’s 
have the same nonempty domain Dm,. For a predicate symbol P, Ps: is the restriction 
of Psi to D,,, and for a function symbol f, f”: is the restriction of f”’ to D,.,,,. Since 
Mb F, rv(VpJ, the assignment to function symbols is well defined. Obviously, for any 
formula cp, Mt= VR if and only if M’ k cp. Thus, M’ + r, but M’ # cp, which contra- 
dicts our assumption. 0 
The following lemma implies that validity of a formula cp is equivalent o satisfiabil- 
ity of qPR by an appropriate class of models over infinite domains. To state the lemma 
we need one more bit of notation. Let [rp] denote the universal closure of a formula cp, 
and for a set of formulas r, let [r] denote the set of universal closures of the formulas 
of r. That is, [r] = {[q]: cp E r>. 
Lemma 4. r + cp if and only if every temporal model over an infinite domain that 
satisjies {AR} u FL”‘“’ u [rlR also satisjes [cplR. 
Proof. The “only if” part of the lemma immediately follows from Lemma 3. For the 
“if” part, assume to the contrary that every temporal model over an infinite domain 
that satisfies {AR} u F,’ “M ~[r]~alsosatisfies(~~,butr#cp.LetM=s~,s,,...be 
a temporal model such that Mb r, but M# rp. Consider a temporal model 
M’=s;,s;,... for the language extended with R such that Dm is an infinite domain 
that contains D,,, as a subset, and si, i = 0, 1, . . . , is defined as follows. For a predicate 
symbol P of the original language, Ps: can be any extension of Ps* to Dw; R”; is DMM; 
‘The “hypothesis” F:“‘“’ IS required because for each (n-place) function symbol f that appears in some 
formula of I’v jtp) we have an “implicit” axiom Vx,~~~Vx.3x(f(xl, . . ..x.) = x) which also must be 
relativized. 
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and for a function symbol A f”’ can be any extension of f”’ to Dw. Obviously, 
M’ + (AR} u F;“(ql, and for any formula cp, A!+ cp if and only if M’ + [v]~. Thus, 
M’ k (AR} u F;“(qj u [r],, but M’# [qlR. However, since Duf is infinite, this 
contradicts our assumption. q 
Now we can state the main result of this paper. 
Proof. By Lemma 4 with r = 8, the corollary to Lemma 1, and the corollary to 
Lemma 2, + cp if and only if != (AtiSo, U oR,“, $) 3 ((AR A A+EF~i $) 2 CYIR)~. 
Since ((AR A A+ EF;~i $) = [v]~)~, is (AR A AtiEF;~) $) = (CvldT, b cp is equivalent 
to k (A II, E8G v On,y, I) A AR A Ati E F;O) $) 1 ([q~]~)~. Now the theorem follows 
from the fact that conjunct Vx(oR(x) = OR(X)) of AR implies OR(~) 
( = (VyoVx((T(x) A R(Y)) = q (T(x) = R(Y))))). 0 
It easily follows from the definitions that the ratio of the length of the translation 
(A$&&” ARA//,,$# II/) = ([qlR)T of a formula cp and the length of cp is 
bounded from above. 
Remark. Consider the semantics of temporal operators defined in [6], where seman- 
tics of the “always” operator G is “from the next on”, and the “next” operator X and 
the “until” operator U have the same meaning. That is, q cp is equivalent o cp A Gq, 
and Gq is equivalent o o Cl cp. In this semantics the proofs in Section 4 become much 
shorter, because all of T2, T3, and T4 can be replaced by just one axiom 
q Vx(T(x) 2 Cl T(x)). In particular, the domain elements atisfying T must change 
when passing to the next state. Therefore, q 3!xT(x), q Vx(T(x) 1 Cl T(x)) + 
cp = CpT. 
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